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Abstract
This thesis describes a methodology of fire risk simulation and mitigation by devel-
oping and implementing a model for toxic chemical species formation from gas and
plastic burning at enclosure fire conditions into a conventional Computational Fluid
Dynamics (CFD) model and taking appropriate measures.
Roughly two-thirds of all deaths resulting from enclosure fires can be attributed to
the presence of Carbon Monoxide (CO) which is a dominant toxicant in fire deaths.
Some studies revealed the role of other toxicants in fire deaths. Therefore, a complete
fire hazard assessment requires knowledge of toxic chemical species production of
CO,NOx, SOx,H2S,HCN,HCl etc. Most existing studies of toxicants assessment
have solely relied on data obtained from small scale physical fire models or empirical
data concerning CO and soot yield. There is no straight forward method to interpret
such data in terms of toxic concentration in real scale fire. In reality, toxic species
production varies with combustion conditions (i.e. equivalence ratio, temperature).
Therefore, using constant toxic yield value from small scale experiments can lead to
a significant error in toxic hazard assessment. Currently available CFD codes have
either no implemented toxic species formation model or toxic species formation
models (i.e. CO) with inaccurate predictability. There is no model available for
other toxicants which may also be produced during enclosure fires.
In this dissertation, detailed investigations of the effect of equivalence ratio and
temperature on toxicants formation for different burning substances are conducted
through constrained (temperature and equivalence ratio) equilibrium calculations.
Three different CFD fire simulation programs are compared to experimental data
and one is chosen based on its local transient temperature predictability while spend-
ing same computational time and using same computational resource. CO concen-
tration is calculated as a result of temperature and equivalence ratio at each point
as postprocessing. But simulated CO-values are very high in the flame and very low
apart from the flame. Therefore, a submodel has been developed to predict local
toxicant concentration by solving species transport equation with artificial source
terms as postprocessing. Constrained equilibrium concentrations are utilized for the
calculation of the artificial source terms. All spatial derivatives are approximated
by second order finite differences and flow variables are updated in time using an ex-
plicit second order predictor corrector scheme. Explicit 2nd order Adam-Bashforth
scheme is utilized for numerical integration of source term with species balance
equation. The developed toxic model is coupled with the chosen CFD model-FDS.
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Simulations are performed with the developed toxic species formation and transport
model. Simulation results are compared with experimental data of full and reduced
scale enclosure natural gas fires as well as reduced scale polystyrene fires. Predictions
of CO are in reasonable agreement with experimental data although discrepancies
occur due to concentrations and temperature discrepancies resulting from the fire
simulation. A discussion is presented pointing out scope of further development of
the model.
In final part of the thesis, it is shown how the probability of fires and resulting
damages i.e. fire risk could be assessed by using fault tree and event tree analysis if
satisfying statistical data would be available. By implementing the presented toxic
species formation and transport model into usual fire simulation program, the pre-
diction of the probability of fire deaths can be improved. By reducing toxic exposure
through choosing appropriate enclosure geometry and ventilation, the probability
of fire deaths can be reduced and by improving early fire warning system, the prob-
ability of fire can be mitigated. Consequently, both result in mitigation of fire risk
e.g. using two detectors for 60 m2 area instead of one as prescribed e.g. in DIN,
can reduce sensors failure probability by 78% and thereby also fire risk.
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Zusammenfassung
Diese Arbeit beschreibt eine Methode, das Brandrisiko durch die Entwicklung und
Einbettung eines Modells fu¨r die Bildung von toxischen Schadstoffen, insbesondere
CO, in ein konventionelles Computational Fluid Dynamics Modell (CFD) besser zu
beschreiben und durch geeignete Maßnahmen zu verringern.
Ungefa¨hr zwei Drittel aller durch Bra¨nde in geschlossenen Ra¨umen entstehenden
Todesfa¨lle ko¨nnen auf die Anwesenheit von Kohlenmonoxid im Rauch zuru¨ckgefu¨hrt
werden, welches damit den dominanten letalen Schadstoff darstellt. Allerdings wur-
den im einigen Studien auch andere toxische Stoffe als Todesursache gefunden. Aus
diesem Grund macht eine umfassende Brandbewertung Fachwissen u¨ber die Bil-
dung von Schadstoffen wie CO,NOx, SOx,H2S,HCN,HCl etc. unabdingbar. Ein
Großteil der bislang durchgefu¨hrten Studien zur Schadstoffbewertungen beziehen
sich lediglich auf empirische Daten von (z.B. CO und Ruß) oder auf solche Daten,
die aus wenig umfangreichen empirischen Brandmodellen gewonnen wurden. Bisher
wurden diese Daten nicht systematisch mit den Konzentrationen der zahlreichen tox-
ischen Schadstoffe in tatsa¨chlichen Bra¨nden verglichen. In der Realita¨t variiert die
toxische Schadstoffbildung mit den Stoffen, die verbrennen und den Verbrennungs-
bedingungen -insbesondere mit dem GER (Global equivalence ratio) (Kehrwert des
Luftu¨berschusses) und der Temperatur. Die Verwendung einer konstanten Schad-
stoffentstehung aus den wenig umfangreichen Experimenten kann zu einer signifikan-
ten Fehleinscha¨tzung in der toxischen Gefahrenanalyse fu¨hren. Aktuell verfu¨gbare
CFD Codes haben entweder kein Modell fu¨r die toxischen Schadstoffbildung im-
plementiert oder eines mit stark limitierter Vorhersagegenauigkeit nur fu¨r CO. Es
gibt auch kein Modell fu¨r die Bildung anderer toxischer Schadstoffe, die ebenfalls
wa¨hrend des Brandes entstehen ko¨nnen.
In dieser Arbeit werden detaillierte Untersuchungen des Einflusses von
Luftu¨berschuss und Temperatur auf die Schadstoffbildung bei der Verbrennung
verschiedener Materialien mit Hilfe von chemischen Gleichgewichtsberechnungen
durchgefu¨hrt.
Dabei werden zuerst die Ergibnisse dreier verschiedener CFD Brandsimulationspro-
gramme mit experimentellen Daten verglichen und schließlich eines davon wegen
der Qualitat seiner lokal instationa¨ren Temperatursimulationen ausgewa¨hlt. Die
drei Simulationsprogramme brauchen die gleiche Rechenzeit auf dem gleichen Rech-
ner. Der CO -Gehalt wird als Funktion der Temperatur und des Luftu¨berschusses
bzw.
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Brennstoff-Luft-Verhaltnisses in einem Postprocessing berechnet. Dies ergab teils
zu kleine und teils zu hohe Werte. Daher wurde ein Sub-Modell entwickelt,
um lokale toxische Schadstoffkonzentration vorherzusagen, indem eine Spezies-
Transportgleichung mit ku¨nstlichen Quelltermen im Postprocessing gelo¨st wird.
Fu¨r die Berechnung dieser Quellterme werden die Gleichgewichtskonzentrationen
und Reaktionstemperaturgrenzen verwendet. Alle ra¨umlichen Ableitungen wer-
den durch finite Differenzen 2. Ordnung approximiert und die Stro¨mungsvariablen
zeitabha¨ngig aktualisiert, indem ein explizites Predictor Corrector Verfahren 2. Ord-
nung benutzt wird. Ein explizites Adam- Bashforth wird fu¨r die numerische Inte-
gration der Spezienbilanzen verwendet. Schließlich wird das entwickelte Modell mit
dem ausgewa¨hlten CFD Programm-FDS gekoppelt.
Die Ergebnisse der Simulationen mit diesem Programm werden mit experimentellen
Daten von Erdgasbra¨nden und Polystyrolbra¨nden teilweise auch in verkleinertem
Maßstab verglichen. Die Vorhersage des CO zeigt gute U¨bereinstimmung mit den
experimentellen Daten. Abweichungen in den Schadstoffkonzentration werden teil-
weise sicher auch durch Temperatur, und Mischungsabweichungen der Brandsimu-
lation hervorgerufen. Erga¨nzend werden mo¨gliche Weiterentwicklungen des Modells
aufgezeigt.
Es wird gezeigt, wie die Wahrscheinlichkeit eines Brandes und Scha¨den d.h. des
Risiko mit Hilfe der Fehlerbaumanalyse und der Ereignisablaufanalyse abgescha¨tzt
werden ko¨nnte, wenn ausreichendes statistisches Datenmaterial vorhanden wa¨re.
Durch die Implementierung des entwickelten Modells fu¨r die Bildung toxicher
Schadstoffe kann die Wahrscheinlichkeit von Todesfa¨llen besser abgescha¨tzt wer-
den. Durch die angemessenen Wahl der Raumgeometrie und Belu¨ftung kann
die Wahrscheinlichkeit von Todesfa¨llen vermindert werden. Wird zudem durch
verbesserte Brandfru¨hwarnsysteme die Wahrscheinlichkeit von Bra¨nden reduziert,
wird des Risiko durch beide Maßnahmen stark vermindert. Die Verwendung z.B. von
zwei Rauchsensoren fu¨r 60m2 Raumfla¨che anstatt nur eines Rauchsensors, wie in der
DIN vorgeschrieben, reduziert die Wahrscheinlichkeit des Versagens der Rauchsen-
soren und damit auch die Wahrscheinlichkeit der Entstehung eines gro¨ßeren Brandes
um 78% und damit auch das Brandrisiko entsprechend.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Motivation
The damage done by natural disasters reveals a clearly rising trend [16]. In order to manage
risk it is utmost important to analyse, assess and control the effects of hazards to which the
built environment may be exposed as a result of natural or anthropogenic disasters. Wind,
water with all its different ways of action, earthquakes, landslides, groundwater contamina-
tion, waste, air pollution and large scale fires are typical examples. This thesis deals with
the reduction of fire risk especially in the field of development of fire modelling and toxic
chemical species (toxicants) formation and fire risk management through fire protection
design.
Accidental fires result in enormous amount of property damage and endanger people
and environment. Fire statistics show that smoke and toxic gas inhalation cause the ma-
jority of fire fatalities. Roughly two-thirds of all deaths resulting from enclosure fires can
be attributed to the presence of Carbon Monoxide (CO) which is known to be the dom-
inant toxicant in fire deaths [50]. The inhalation of a large concentration of toxic gas
and soot may lead to lung edema and inflammation, causing death a short time after the
fire [16]. In addition, toxic eﬄuents can either be set free or be produced during a fire
and can affect people directly through air, ground water or surface water [54]. Therefore,
a complete fire hazard assessment requires knowledge of toxic chemical species produc-
tion (CO,NOx, SOx,H2S,HCN,HCl etc.). Species production is mainly affected by the
chemical properties of burning material and also by the confinement, ventilation, fluid dy-
namics, thermal environment and mode of burning i.e. by the combustion conditions. In
the majority of accidental fires, thermochemical characteristics of the burning material and
combustion conditions depend on a lot of accidental influences which lead to more or less
different results. Therefore, experimental studies of large fires which are very expensive
would have to be repeated several times while condition changes. Numerical simulations
provide a promising tool to complement experimental studies and improve our understand-
ing and to allow a stochastic approach for fire safety risk assessment. For calculating very
detailed fire effects, e.g. gas concentration in a special area of a confinement , CFD (Com-
putational Fluid Dynamics) models can be used with enormous calculation effort. Most
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existing studies of toxicants assessment have solely relied on data from small scale physical
fire models or empirical data (i.e. CO and soot yield). There is no straightforward method
to interpret such data in terms of toxic concentration in real scale fire. In reality, toxic
species production varies with fires conditions. Therefore, using constant toxic yield val-
ues from small scale experiments can lead to significant errors in toxic hazard assessment.
Currently available CFD codes have either no implemented toxic model or toxic models
(i.e. CO) with inaccurate predictability. There are no models available for other toxicants
which may also be produced in fire. Fire toxicants assessment in terms of a CFD modelling
approach including chemical equilibrium calculation of the burning matter at variable com-
bustion conditions and equivalence ratios is conducted in this thesis. Such model can be
utilized to mitigate fire risk through fire hazard assessment and fire protection design. The
following parts of the risk management process are involved in the thesis:
        submodel)
  (Toxic production
Fire hazard
assessment
Fire
Fire protection
probability + Fire probability
   assessment
CFD model
Fire risk
mitigation
Toxicants assessment
Figure 1.1 Risk management process involved in the thesis
1.2 Objective
The objective of this thesis is to develop fire risk mitigation strategies through toxic hazard
assessment and fire protection design. To achieve this goal, the thesis is subdivided into
different parts:
• Detailed investigations of the effect of equivalence ratio and temperature on fire prod-
ucts for different burning substances. In order to do so calculations of the con-
strained chemical equilibrium concentrations during the combustion of natural gas,
polystyrene, polyurethane, poly vinyl chloride (PVC), polypropylene are conducted.
• Find out a CFD model from conventional models which can compute enclosure fire
growth reasonably.
• Develop a model to calculate local toxicants concentration of a specific fire resulting
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from the residence time of smoke at different equivalence ratios and temperatures and
couple this model with the conventional CFD model which can reasonably calculate
local fire conditions (i.e. temperature, equivalence ratio or mixture fraction).
• Assess fire prevention measures like the design of rooms, ventilations and the early
fire identification, utilizing the developed model.
1.3 Basics of fire
Fire, which is conventionally defined as uncontrolled diffusion flame spread, is arguably one
of the most complex phenomena considered in combustion science. A typical compartment
fire (in the absence of attempts to control it) undergoes the following major stages [45]:
• Ignition: Ignition process can be either piloted (caused by flame, spark etc.) or
spontaneous (due to accumulation of heat in the fuel). Once ignition occurs, part of
the solid fuel in the compartment pyrolyze, releasing gaseous volatiles which burn as
they mix with air.
• Growth: Following ignition, fire grows at the rate dependent upon the type of fuel,
access to oxygen, compartment configuration and other factors. By heat transfer,
contiguous and nearby combustible surfaces can reach temperatures at which they
will begin to burn. The gaseous phase may be viewed as a primary energy transmit-
ter between the burning and virgin burning material. During this stage, hot gases
produced by the fire rise due to buoyancy entraining the surrounding air, and the
fire plume is formed. Impingement of a fire plume on the ceiling of the compartment
gives rise to formation of a hot smoke layer in the upper part of the room.
• Flashover: Flashover is a rapid transition from the growth period to a fully developed
fire, resulting in the total surface of the combustible material being involved in fire.
Flashover represents a thermal instability caused primarily by strong radiation from
the smoke layer to the combustible materials within the enclosure.
• Fully developed fire: At this stage the rate of heat release reaches its maximum, and
the development of the fire is often limited by the availability of oxygen. The average
temperatures in the compartment are very high, in the range of 700-1200◦C.
• Decay: During this stage the energy release rate diminishes as the fuel (or oxygen)
becomes consumed.
Basic Definitions
Species Yields: The generation of fire products in compartment fires can be quantified in
terms of species yields, Yi, defined as the mass species i produced per mass of fuel burned
(g/g):
Yi =
mi
mf
(1.1)
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Global Equivalence Ratio (GER): The concept of GER can be used to express the overall
ventilation of a control volume, such as a fire compartment. However, due to complex
interaction between the plume and the upper layer, a compartment equivalence ratio is
more appropriate. As a practical note, for fires within a single compartment, the equivalence
ratio is calculated (and experimentally measured) based on the the instantaneous fuel mass
loss rate, m˙′′f , and air flow rate, m˙
′′
a, into the compartment
φ = GER =
m˙′′f
m˙′′a
r
(1.2)
where r is the stoichiometric fuel to air ratio.
Chapter 2
State of the art
2.1 Fire modelling
Fire models are means in the evaluation of the performance of buildings built with new
materials and contents. Fire modelling of a compartment can be achieved either using em-
pirical equations based on observations from experiments or mathematical methods that
are commonly divided into stochastic (probabilistic) and deterministic models. The em-
phasis in this document is on the deterministic models , which predict fire development
based on solutions of mathematical equations that describe the physiochemical phenomena
of fire. There are two types of deterministic fire models called zone models and field models.
Field models are also known as CFD models of fire. The zone modelling approach emerged
in mid 1970s when efforts to study the developing fire in a compartment were intensified.
Massive increases in computer speed accompanied by ever-reducing hardware costs made
CFD modelling a common practice in the design and analysis of many practical engineer-
ing problems including those associated with fire. A focus of this research is to exploit
CFD modelling to fire field, zone modelling approach will not be explained here. Details
of zone modelling technology can be found in [31, 30]. This chapter also does not include
theoretical underpinning to CFD. Such detail will be found in any text book and review
on the topic. A general survey of existing CFD fire models can be obtained in [53, 3]. In
this review, we will focus on the different integrated submodels in commonly used CFD fire
models. Following sections summarize built in physical models, exploited in this thesis in
order to model fire. Detailed descriptions of these models are given in the respective CFD
models documentations [1, 4, 5]. The goal of this section is to get a short overview of these
CFD models.
2.1.1 Fire Dynamics Simulator (FDS)
FDS is a CFDmodel of fire driven fluid flow developed at the National Institute of Standards
and Technology (NIST), USA. Major features of the model and the underlying physical
assumptions will be outlined here. More detailed information about the model can be
obtained in [1]. The model solves numerically a form of the Navier-Stokes equations
appropriate for low speed, thermally driven flow with an emphasis on smoke and heat
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transport from fires.
The Fundamental Conservation Equations
The conservation equations for mass, momentum and energy for a newtonian fluid are
presented here.
Conservation of Mass
∂ρ
∂t
+∇.ρu = 0 (2.1)
Conservation of Momentum
∂
∂t
(ρu) +∇.ρuu+∇p = ρf +∇.τij (2.2)
Conservation of Energy
∂
∂t
(ρh) +∇.ρhu = Dp
Dt
+ q˙′′′ −∇.q+Φ (2.3)
Equation of State for a Perfect Gas
p =
ρRT
M
(2.4)
This is a set of partial differential equations consisting of six equations for six unknowns,
all are functions of three spatial dimensions and time: the density ρ, the three components
of velocity u = (u, v,w), the temperature T , and the pressure p. The sensible enthalpy, h,
is a function of temperature. Note that bold faced quantities represent vectors and bold
faced quantity with the subscripts ij represent tensors.
The mass conservation equation is often written in terms of the mass fractions of the
individual gaseous species
∂
∂t
(ρYi) +∇.ρYiu = ∇.ρDi∇Yi + m˙′′′i (2.5)
Summing these equations over all species results in the original mass conservation equation.
This implies that the sum of the mass fractions ΣYi = 1, the sum of the production/loss
rates Σm˙′′′i = 0, and the sum of the diffusion terms ΣρDi∇Yi = 0.
Numerical Scheme
The PDEs of conservation of mass, momentum and energy are approximated as finite
differences and the the solution is updated in time on a three dimensional rectilinear grid.
All spatial derivatives are approximated by second order finite differences and the flow
variables are updated in time using an explicit second order predictor-corrector scheme.
Physical Models
Turbulence
FDS contains Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and Direct Numerical simulation (DNS). There
is no Reynolds-Averaged Navier-Stokes (RANS) capability in FDS. LES is a technique
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used to model the dissipative processes (viscosity µ, thermal conductivity kLES , material
diffusivity D) that occur at length scales smaller than those that are explicitly resolved on
the numerical grid. The parameter µ, kLES ,D should be modelled. The dissipation function
Φ in the energy equation is the rate at which kinetic energy is converted to thermal energy
by viscosity. Following the analysis of Smagorinsky viscosity µ is modelled
µLES = ρ(Cs△)2(2S¯ij .S¯ij − 2
3
(∇.u¯)) 12
where Cs is an empirical constant and △ is a length on the order of the size of a grid cell.
The bar above the various quantities denotes that these are the resolved or filtered values,
meaning that they are computed on a numerical grid. The other diffusive parameters, the
thermal conductivity and material diffusivity, are related to the turbulent viscosity by
kLES =
µLEScp
Pr
(ρD)l,LES =
µLES
Sc
The Prandtl number Pr and the Schmidt number Sc are assumed to be constant for given
scenario.
Combustion Model
Combustion is assumed to be mixing controlled. The chemical reaction rate is assumed to
be infinitely fast that means when fuel and oxidizer are mixed, they are burnt immediately.
All species of interest can be derived in terms of mixture fraction. The mixture fraction is a
conserved quantity representing the fraction of material at a given point that is originated
in the fuel stream. The relations between the mass fraction of each species and the mixture
fraction are known as state relations. The state relations for the oxygen mass fraction
provides the information needed to calculate the local oxygen mass consumption rate. The
form of the state relation that emerges from classical laminar diffusion flame theory is a
piecewise linear function. This leads to a flame sheet model, where the flame is a two
dimensional surface embedded in a three dimensional space. The local heat release rate is
computed from the local oxygen consumption rate at the flame surface, assuming that the
heat release rate is directly proportional to the oxygen consumption rate, independent of
the fuel involved.
FDS 5 implemented a methodology to describe incomplete combustion and flame ex-
tinction at large scale fire within the basic framework of mixture fraction. In order to
account for local flame extinction as well as the production/destruction of CO, mixture
fraction is decomposed into three components. Simplest possible two-step CO formation
mechanism is assumed [25]:
Step1 : F +O2 → CO +Other Products (i.e.H2O and soot)
Step2 : CO +
1
2
O2 → CO2 (2.6)
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There is a possibility that step 1 does not occur at all because fuel and oxygen can mix
without burning. This could be considered step 0, along with steps listed above. These
three steps demand the inclusion of three variables; one to account for the total unburned
fuel present (step 0), one to account for the CO produced (step 1), and one to account for
the CO that has oxidized to form CO2 (step 2). Three variables are defined as
Z1 = YF , Z2 =
MF
x′MCO
YCO, Z3 =
MF
x′MCO2
YCO2 (2.7)
where x
′
is the moles of CO formed per mole of fuel burned. M is molar mass and Y is
mass fraction and subscript F represents fuel. Transport equations of these three variables
are as follows:
DZ1
Dt
= ∇. Dρ∇Z1 −
MF m˙
′′
CO,1
x′MCO
(2.8)
DZ2
Dt
= ∇.Dρ∇Z2 +
MF m˙
′′
CO,1
x′MCO
+
MF m˙
′′
CO,2
x′MCO
(2.9)
DZ3
Dt
= ∇.Dρ∇Z3 −
MF m˙
′′
CO,2
x′MCO
(2.10)
The source terms for the three equations cancel by design. Thus, the sum of the three
components is the mixture fraction:
Z1 + Z2 + Z3 = YF +
MF
x′MCO
YCO +
MF
x′MCO2
YCO2 = Z (2.11)
Assuming that water vapor and soot have yields that are fixed functions of CO and CO2, the
three quantities Z1, Z2, Z3 can determine the individual mass fractions ofN2, O2, CO,CO2,H2O
and unburned fuel. The process via which species are extracted from mixture fraction (state
relations) parameters is discussed in [25].
Transport equations are solved for the three components of mixture fraction. At each
time step of calculation, individual mass fractions are extracted from the mixture fraction
according to built in state relations. Then, an empirical criterion is used to decide whether
or not step 1 can occur. If the temperature and the oxygen mass fractions of a given cell
and that of its neighbours are too low to support combustion, then step 1 can not occur.
The neighbor cells represent either the fuel or oxidizer stream of classical diffusion flame
theory. The local flamibility criterion is based on the critical adiabatic flame temperature,
as described by Beyler [20]. The criterion determines if the energy released by consuming
maximum possible amount of oxygen can raise the local temperature above the critical
flame temperature. If so then step 1 is not allowed. If the local condition is assumed
to support combustion, step 1 depletes either fuel or oxygen, releasing the corresponding
amount of energy and species into the grid cell, upto an empirically-based maximum value.
This maximum value is based on two assumptions. First, a flame sheet cannot generate
more than 200kW/m2 of energy; second, numerical grid is resolved enough so that any grid
cell is cut by only one flame sheet. The limitation of this simple extinction model is that it
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is based on the conditions of oxidizer stream not the fuel stream. For any particular grid
cell, an adequate oxygen supply in any of its neighboring cells automatically allows step 1
to occur. In reality, low temperatures and/or low concentrations of fuel may still lead to
flame extinction. The step 2, the oxidation of CO occurs according to Z2 to Z3 conversion,
using the source terms in Eq. 2.9 and Eq. 2.10. Conversion of CO is fast if any heat is
produced in a grid cell from step 1. If no heat is produced in step 1, existing temperature
is the final temperature of the grid cell. The rate of CO oxidation is computed through
finite rate computation [23].
Radiation Model
Radiative heat transfer is included in the model via the solution of the radiation transport
equation for non-scattering gray gas, and in some limited cases using a wide band model.
The radiative transport equation for an absorbing or emitting and scattering medium is
~s.∇Iλ(x,~s) = −[κ(x, λ)+σs(x, λ)]I(x,~s)+B(x, λ)+ σs(x, λ)
4π
∫
4π
Φ(~s,~s′)Iλ(x,~s
′)dΦ (2.12)
where Iλ(x,~s) is the radiation intensity at wavelength λ and ~s is the direction vector
of the intensity, κ(x, λ) and σs(x, λ) are the local absorption and scattering coefficients,
respectively, and B(x, λ) is the emission source term. The integral on the right hand side
describes the in-scattering from other directions. In the case of a non-scattering gas Eq.
2.12 becomes
~s.∇Iλ(x,~s) = κ(x, λ)[Ib(x)− Iλ(x,~s)]
where Ib(x) is the source term given by the Plank function. This section describes the
radiation transport in the gas phase.
In practical simulation the spectral dependence can not be solved accurately. Instead,
the radiation spectrum is divided into a relatively small number of bands and a separate
radiation transport is derived for each band. The limits of the bands are selected to give
an accurate representation of the most important radiation bands of CO2 and water. The
band specific radiation transport equations are now
~s.∇In(x,~s) = κn(x)[Ib,n(x)− In(x,~s], n = 1...N (2.13)
where In is the intensity integrated over the band n, and κn is the appropriate mean
absorption coefficient inside the band. The source term can be written as a function of
blackbody radiation
Ib,n = Fn(λmin, λmax)σT
4/π
where σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant. When the intensities corresponding to the bands
are known, the total intensity is calculated by summing over all the bands
I(x,~s) =
N∑
n=1
In(x,~s)
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From a series of numerical experiments it has been found that six bands are usually enough.
The radiative transport Eqn. 2.13 is solved using techniques similar to those for con-
vective transport in finite volume methods for fluid flow. The unit sphere is divided into
a finite number of fixed angles in order to obtain discretized form of the equation. There
are several limitations of the model. The absorption coefficient of the smoke laden gas is
a complex function of its composition and temperature. Because of the simplified com-
bustion model, the chemical composition of smoky gases, especially the soot content, can
effect both the absorption and emission of thermal radiation. Additionally, the radiation
transport is discretized via approximately 100 fixed angles. For targets far away from a
localized source of radiation like a growing fire, the discretization can lead to a non-uniform
distribution of the radiant energy. The problem can be lessened by the inclusion of more
fixed angles but compromising computational time.
Solid Phase Model
Solid obstructions consist of multiple layers composed of multiple material components that
can undergo multiple thermal degradation reactions are included in FDS. Each reaction
forms a combination of solid residue, water vapor and fuel vapor.
The Heat Conduction Equation for a Solid
A one dimensional heat conduction equation for the material temperature, Ts(x, t), is ap-
plied in the direction x pointing into the solid where x = 0 represents the surface.
ρscs
∂Ts
∂t
=
∂
∂x
(ks
∂Ts
∂x
) + q˙′′′s (2.14)
The following section explains component average material properties, ks and ρscs. The
source term, q˙′′′s represents chemical reactions and radiative absorption:
q˙′′′s = q˙
′′′
s,c + q˙
′′′
s,r (2.15)
q˙′′′s,c is the heat production rate given by the pyrolysis models for different types of solids
and fuels, q˙′′′s,r is the radiation absorption and emission in depth.
Component-Averaged Thermal Properties
The conductivity and volumetric heat capacity of the solid are expressed as
ks =
N∑
α=1
Xαks,α; ρscs =
N∑
α=1
ρs,αcs,α (2.16)
N is the number of material components forming the solid. ρs,α is the component density
ρs,α = ρsYα (2.17)
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where ρs is the density of the composite material and Yα is the mass fraction of material
component α. The solid density is the sum of the component densities
ρs =
N∑
α=1
ρs,α (2.18)
Xα is the volume fraction of component α
Xα =
ρs,α
ρα∑N
α′=1
ρs,α′
ρα′
(2.19)
where ρα is the density of material α in its pure form. Multi-component solids are defined
by specifying the mass fractions Yα and densities ρα′ of the individual components of the
composite.
Pyrolysis Model
A pyrolysis model is implemented in FDS version 5 which describes how solid phase re-
actions and chemical source terms in the solid phase heat conduction equation, q˙′′′s,c, are
modelled [1]. This model has not been employed in this thesis, experimental heat release
rate (HRR) has been used as model input in order to get mass loss rate from solid or other
fuel. In this instances, the desired HRR is translated into a fuel mass flux m˙′′f at the given
solid surface like at the cross-section of a burner:
m˙′′f =
f(t)q˙′′user
∆H
(2.20)
A given heat release rate per unit area of fuel surface is q˙′′user and a time function t, usually
a ramp f(t), and a reaction enthalpy ∆H is generally used.
Convective Heat Transfer to Wall
The heat fluxes to a solid surface consists of gains and losses from convection and radiation.
The radiative flux at the surface is obtained from the boundary condition for the radiation
equation. In an LES calculation, the convective heat flux to the surface is obtained from
combination of natural and forced convection correlations
q˙′′c = hc△T ; hc = max[C(△T )
1
3 ,
kg
L
.037Re
4
5Pr
1
3 ]
where △T is the temperature difference between the structure and the gas temperature, C
is the coefficient for natural convection, L is the characteristic length related to the size of
the physical obstruction, kg is the thermal conductivity of the gas, and Reynolds Re and
Prandtl Pr numbers are based on the gas flowing past the obstruction. Since the Reynolds
number is proportional to the characteristic length L, heat transfer coefficient is weakly
related to L. Therefore, L is taken to be 1 m for most calculations.
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Thermal Boundary Conditions
Boundary condition on the front surface is
−ks∂Ts
∂x
(0, t) = q˙′′c + q˙
′′
r (2.21)
If internal radiation is solved for a solid, the radiation boundary condition q˙′′r is not
used. On the back surface, adiabatic boundary condition is used if back side is perfectly
insulated. The back side boundary condition is similar to that of the front side, if the back
surface is assumed to be open to ambient condition or to another part of the computational
domain.
Boundary Conditions at Opening
Momentum equation has been simplified so that it can be solved numerically. Pressure
term is decomposed as
∇p˜
ρ
=
∇p˜
ρ∞
+
(
1
ρ
− 1
ρ∞
)
∇p˜
(~u)2
2 +
p˜
ρ∞
is defined as variable H. The pressure term in the momentum equation is to
simplify the elliptical partial differential equation obtained by taking the divergence of the
momentum equation
∇2H = −∂(∇.~u)
∂t
−∇. ~F ; (2.22)
~F = −~u× ω +
(
1
ρ
− 1
ρ∞
)
∇p˜− 1
ρ
(ρ− ρ∞~g + ~f +∇.τij) (2.23)
The pressure on the left hand side (incorporated in variable H) is solved directly. The
reason for decomposition of the pressure term is that the linear algebraic system arising
from the discretization of Eq. 2.22 has constant coefficients and can be solved by a fast
direct method that utilizes Fast Fourier Transforms. No flux or forced flow boundary
conditions are specified by asserting that
∂H
∂n
= Fn − ∂un
∂t
(2.24)
where ~Fn is the normal component of ~F at the vent or solid wall and
∂un
∂t
is the prescribed
rate of change in the normal component of velocity at a forced vent. Initially the velocity
is zero everywhere. At open external boundaries the pressure like term H is prescribed,
depending on whether the flow is outgoing or incoming
H = (~u)2/2, outgoing (2.25)
H = 0, incoming
The outgoing boundary condition assumes that the pressure perturbation p˜ is zero at
an outgoing boundary and that H is constant along streamlines. The incoming boundary
condition assumes that H is zero infinitely far away.
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Fire Specification
HRR should be specified as input. This can be designated in two ways. First is to prescribe
a heat release rate per unit area of burning material. The other is to prescribe the amount of
energy required to vaporize a solid or liquid fuel once it has reached its ignition temperature.
τq is defined as characteristic ramp up time of heat release rate per unit area. τq indicates
that the thermal quantities are to ramp up to their prescribed values in τ seconds and
remain there. FDS uses following functions to ramp up the heat release rate
• if τq > 0 heat release rate ramp up like tanh( tτ )
• if τq < 0 heat release rate ramp up like ( tτ )2
• otherwise user can define burning history as input and a linear interpolation is used
to fill in intermediate time points.
2.1.2 JASMINE
Jasmine is a fire specific CFD code developed by Fire Research Station in the United
Kingdom in the past 20 years. It employs a finite volume method to solve the governing
conservation equations of mass, momentum, heat and chemical species.
Numerical Scheme
Jasmine uses a structured, staggered, cartesian grid and SIMPLEST pressure correction
algorithm, which is a modified form of the classic SIMPLE algorithm. For a typical smoke
movement problem, the program solves transport equations for three velocity components,
turbulent kinetic energy and its rate of dissipation, enthalpy, fuel mixture fraction and
fuel mass fraction. The above mentioned equations are solved sequentially. A pressure
correction scheme is then solved, satisfying the continuity equation and yielding pressure
and updated velocity fields. The six-flux radiation equations are solved separately, with
a coupling between enthalpy and the radiation field. The upwind interpolation scheme is
employed in the discretization of the convection terms of transport equation. Diffusion
terms are discretized by a central differencing scheme. Temporal advancement is by the
first-order, fully implicit, backward Euler scheme. The pressure correction equation is
solved in a fully three dimensional manner, while the set of transport equations are solved
as a sequence of two-dimensional planes (slabs). Thus each transport equation is solved
at the first slab, then the program proceeds to the second slab etc. At each slab, the
linear system is solved for each transport equation by a plane relaxation algorithm, which
is similar to Stone’s strongly implicit procedure.
Physical Models
The physical models employed in Jasmine are described briefly in the following chapter.
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Turbulence
k−ε model with buoyancy modification is used for turbulence modelling. Turbulent mixing
in a rising plume is enhanced by buoyancy while in a stable stratified layer, it will be
inhibited. The production term in the k equation associated with the buoyancy forces can
be expressed as
GB = −βgµt
σt
∂T
∂xj
(2.26)
It takes opposite signs in regions of stable and unstable stratification. This term, which
describes the exchange of turbulent kinetic energy with potential energy, represents a source
in the unstable situation of the fire plumes, where heated gases emerge beneath cool gases,
but it becomes a sink in the hot gas ceiling layer, where the opposite occurs.
Combustion
Two options are provided for combustion modelling. In both cases, the process of turbulent
combustion is described by a one-step simple chemical reaction where complete oxidation
of the fuel is assumed, producing carbon dioxide and water vapor. The one step reaction
may be written as
fuel + s (oxygen) = (1 + s) combustion products (2.27)
where s is the stoichiometric oxygen to fuel ratio.
The options are as follows:
• Flame sheet or mixture fraction combustion model: The assumptions of flamesheet
model are as mentioned in section 2.1.1.
• Eddy break-up model: The mean reaction rate (Rfu), a sink term in the transport
equation for mfu, is here controlled by the turbulent mixing of fuel and air, and is
given by
Rfu = CRρ
ε
k
min(mfu,
mO2
s
) (2.28)
The specific heats of individual components (fuel, oxidant, products) are allowed to
vary and the heat release is represented either by a balance between heat of forma-
tion or by a heat of reaction. Additional transport equations are solved for mixture
fraction, fuel mass fraction and enthalpy. These equations are based on the scalar
transport equation with modified source terms: mixture fraction-source equal to zero,
fuel mass fraction-source equal to rate of fuel consumption given by Eddy break up
model, enthalpy equation-source includes the net energy absorbed or emitted by ra-
diation and the rate of heat released is prescribed by the eddy breakup combustion
model.
Thermal Radiation
The process of thermal radiation in the gas phase is modelled by a six flux method. The dif-
ferential transport equation for radiative flux, in the three co-ordinate cartesian directions,
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is discretised on the CFD numerical grid. This assumes that radiant transfer is normal
to the co-ordinate directions, ignoring the angular dependence of radiant intensity. The
six-flux method is suited to the task of calculating radiant heat transfer from stratified hot
layers, but it is not appropriate for tasks such as surface flame spread calculations. Here the
angular dependency of radiataion intensity is very important for the accurate prediction
of the radiative heat transfer to combustible fuels ahead of a spreading flame front. The
discrete transfer radiation model would be more appropriate for this purpose.
Boundary Layer Heat and Momentum Transfer
This section describes the model used in JASMINE to calculate the transfer of heat (con-
vected and radiated) to solid surfaces, the temperature of solid surfaces, the momentum
losses in the boundary layer next to solid surface. Standard wall functions for enthalpy and
momentum are used to describe the turbulent boundary layer adjacent to solid objects.
• The turbulent boundary layer
The one dimensional description of the turbulent boundary layer uses a non dimen-
sional (tangential) velocity, u+ and a non-dimensional (normal) distance to surface,
y+
u+ =
U
uτ
(2.29)
y+ =
ρyuτ
µ
(2.30)
Where U is the tangential velocity at a distance y and uτ is the friction velocity,
defined as
uτ =
√
τw
ρ
(2.31)
where τw is the wall shear stress.
Jasmine computes y+ at each node adjacent to a solid boundary, and from this value
categorises the local flow regime. Generally, the turbulent boundary layer can be split
into laminar, viscous sublayer closest to the wall (y+ < 5), an integral log-law sublayer
(30 < y+ < 400) where the flow is fully turbulent but where the shear stress can be
considered uniform and between them (5 < y+ < 30) a region of transition between
laminar and turbulent flow. A laminar or turbulent flow calculation is performed
at each near-node, depending on the value of y+, and the appropriate momentum,
turbulence and enthalpy source terms are prescribed for the cell. No wall source terms
are prescribed if the node is in the outer layer. These source terms are described
briefly below (momentum, turbulence and convection).
• Momentum loss
Momentum loss is related to the wall shear force at a cell face, Fs, where
Fs = −τwAc (2.32)
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where Ac is the area of the cell face. The momentum loss is translated to a sink in
the Navier-Stokes equations. The wall shear stress is given by
τw =
ρU2
(u+)2
(2.33)
In the linear region this reduces to
τw =
µU
y
(2.34)
while the log-law region τw is calculated after using the following expression for u
+
u+ =
1
κ
ln(1.01 + Ey+) (2.35)
where κ is the von Karman constant (0.4187) and E is a surface roughness related
parameter (9.793 for smooth surface).
• Turbulence values
Near node values for k and ε are prescribed on Jasmine, subjected to being in the
log-law region, as follows,
k =
(uτ )
2
√
cµ
(2.36)
ε =
(uτ )
3
κyp
(2.37)
• Convective heat transfer
The convective heat flux per unit area to a solid boundary is defined as
q˙′′c = hc(TP − Tw) (2.38)
where hc is the convective heat transfer coefficient. Jasmine allows three options for
computing hc, a) a fixed value, b) a prescribed function of surface temperature and
c) boundary layer analysis. Having selected a boundary layer analysis, the form that
hc takes, depends whether the near node is in the linear or log-law region (no heat
transfer occurs within the outer region)
linear : hc =
µcp
σh,lyP
(2.39)
log − law : hc =
√
ρ
√
τwcp
T+
(2.40)
where σh,l is the laminar Prandtl number (0.707) and T
+ is defined as
T+ = σh,t(u
+ + Pj) (2.41)
where σh,t is the turbulent Prandtl number (generally set in the range 0.7 to 0.9) and
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Pj is the so called pee-function value for the particular solid material.
• Radiated heat transfer
In the six-flux model, the radiated heat flux per unit area is defined as
q˙′′r =
2εw
2− εw (F − σT
4
w) (2.42)
where εw is emissivity of the boundary surface, σ is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant
and F is the net flux in the direction normal to surface. In the absence of the six flux
model the radiated heat flux may be approximated as
q˙′′r = σ(T
4
p − T 4w) (2.43)
Fire Specification
One of the main inputs to fire growth and smoke movement models is the heat release rate
which defines the fire size and its growth. Experimental heat release rate versus time data
can be used in Jasmine as input for a specific fire. In addition, four different options of
specification of heat release rate are included in Jasmine
• Constant heat release rate: A single rate is used over the specified time interval
• linear variation of heat release rate: Heat varies linearly between the first and last
time step.
• An exponential variation: The rate varies exponentially over the given time step.
• The fire doubling time: This option allows the user to provide a time interval over
which heat release rate doubles.
Options Expression Jasmine input
Constant heat release Q˙ = constant Q˙const
Linear variation Q˙ = tC1 + C2 C1, C2
Exponential variation Q˙ = Q˙0 expαt Q˙0, α
Fire doubling time Q˙ = Q˙0 exp t/tdouble Q˙0, tdouble
Boundary Conditions
Although boundary conditions depend on the problem of concern, some common conditions
are explained here. Those for momentum equations at solid boundaries have been outlined
above. Naturally ventilated fires, though entrained air from the surrounding environment
driven by pressure differences caused by the fires buoyant acceleration. It is thus necessary
to represent an infinite physical region in the finite computational domain. This is generally
achieved by taking the computational boundary far away from the region of the primary
flow. The pressure is fixed at this plane while velocity derivatives normal to the boundary
are set to zero. At this free boundary, at points of outflow, the derivatives of scalar fields
are set to zero while at points of inflow, ambient conditions are specified. Heat will be
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lost from the fire into the structure at a rate determined by both thermal properties of
the bounding walls and time. Assuming a solid boundary is a semi-infinite, implying a
thickness greater than the thermal penetration depth, the expression for the penetration
depth takes the form
δ = 2
√
kst
csρs
(2.44)
where ks, cs, ρs are the thermal conductivity, specific heat and density of solid respec-
tively. The item t is either the true transient time or a user prescribed ’time to steady
state’ value. The surface temperature is then calculated by balancing the convected and
radiated fluxes with the conducted flux into the solid. This balance equation is, in general,
nonlinear with respect to the surface temperature Tw and therefore solved iteratively.
2.1.3 SOFIE
Sofie is a finite volume based CFD model developed under the umbrella of a consortium
including a number of European fire research laboratories: BRE, Technical Research Cen-
ter of Finland, Swedish National Testing and Research Institute, CSTB, Lund University,
Health and Safety Laboratory, Home Office Fire Safety Engineering Group. This consor-
tium was initiated at Cranfield University.
Numerical Scheme
Sofie has been written in a general non-orthogonal coordinate system, where the veloc-
ity vector is represented in the terms of its cartesian components and the Navier-Stokes
equations are solved in a general coordinate system. The governing transport equations
are expanded in terms of the orthogonal and and non-orthogonal contributions. When a
Cartesian grid is employed, the non-orthogonal and curvature related terms equate to zero.
The transport equations are discretized by integrating the respective equations over a con-
trol volume and using an interpolation scheme to evaluate the values of variables on the
faces of each control volume. Sofie incorporates a number of interpolation scheme called
upwind, hybrid, second order upwind (SOUP), QUICK and TVD in order to determine
the value of the dependent variable at a cell face. Sofie employs a SIMPLEC pressure cor-
rection scheme. It uses TDMA/Bilinear/ILU/IC PCCG/SIP solvers. Transient solution is
performed through first order fully implicit approach. Details can be obtained in [5].
Turbulence Model
κ− ε turbulence model with buoyancy modifications is used. Boundary conditions for tur-
bulent flow are imposed using a conventional high Reynolds number wall function approach
in which wall shear stress is approximated by fitting an empirical log-law expression across
the near wall boundary layer.
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Combustion Model
Sofie provides two options of combustion model namely Eddy Break Up model and Flamelet
model. Sofie employs standard form of the Eddy Break Up model, with no Arrhenius terms
included. The rate of combustion is assumed to be controlled by the minimum of the rate
at which oxidant or fuel arrives through turbulent mixing at the combustion site.
Rfu = −ρ ε
k
min(cfmfu,
como2
s
,
cpmp
1 + s
) (2.45)
In the above expression, s is the stoichiometric oxygen to fuel ratio and mfu, mo2, mp
are the mass fractions of fuel, oxidant and products, respectively. Standard values of the
constants (cp, c0, cf ) are employed.
The specific heats of individual components (fuel, oxidant, products) are allowed to
vary and the heat release is represented either by a balance between heats of formation or
by a heat of reaction. Additional transport equations are solved for mixture fraction, fuel
mass fraction and enthalpy. These equations are based on the scalar transport equation
with modified source terms: mixture fraction-source equals zero, fuel mass fraction-source
equal to rate of fuel consumption given by Eddy Break Up model, enthalpy equation -source
includes the net energy absorbed or emitted by radiation and the rate of heat released is
prescribed by the Eddy Break Up combustion model.
Heat Transfer
Heat transfer to and within solid boundaries utilizes the conjugate heat transfer approach
with temperature dependent material properties. Conjugate heat transfer describes a pro-
cedure for computing the temperature and heat transfer at the gas solid interface due to
Patankar [58]. The method determines the temperature field within both fluid and solid by
solving the convection-conduction problem throughout the domain of interest. Since there
is no fluid flow inside the solid, solution of energy equation reduces to a pure conduction
problem. In the resulting solution, the temperature field in the gas and solid is automat-
ically matched at the interface and the heat transfer rate can be obtained. Heat transfer
to solid boundaries is modelled via a predicted heat transfer coefficient for convection and
a defined emissivity for radiation. Heat transfer from external walls is modelled by pre-
scribing an ambient temperature and an external heat transfer coefficient. Convective heat
transfer coefficients are predicted using a modified wall function approach
T+ =
(Tp − Tw)Cpρµt
qw
= σh,t[u
+ + Pj ] (2.46)
with Tp equal to the temperature at near wall point yp, Tw is the wall temperature and qw
is the wall heat flux. The function Pj is the pee-function.
hc =
qw
Tp − Tw =
Cpρµt
T+
(2.47)
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Cp =
cp
yPρ
(2.48)
Radiation Model
Discrete transfer radiation (DTR) model is used. This model is particularly well suited to
coupled flow and heat transfer calculations in arbitrarily shaped geometries. This is be-
cause it is superimposed, without modification, upon the CFD grid, and because boundary
conditions are easily incorporated. It utilizes features of the zone, flux, and Monte Carlo
methods by tracing rays of electromagnetic radiation through the computational domain
between boundaries. Radiation transfer is based on a deterministic ray tracing approach
using DTR model with incorporation of soot effects via non-adiabatic laminar flamelets
together with appropriate weighted sum of grey gas representations of the absorption-
emission characteristics of the participating media. Soot distributions are described either
by convection of a conserved scalar or by modelling the formation and oxidation according
to simple rate equations or via laminar flamelets.
Flame Spread
The main empirical parameters of the flame spread model are the critical accumulated
flux, Ecritical, which determines the time to ignition, and an effective heat of gasification
parameter which governs the rate of production of volatiles. In computing the accumulated
flux, a minimum critical incident heat flux, below which no ignition will occur (q˙min), is
also included.
Ecritical =
∫ tignition
0
q˙dt =
tignitiont∑
0
max(q˙net − q˙min, 0)△t (2.49)
where t is time, △t is the simulation time step and tignition is the time to ignition. Other
parameters required by the flame spread model are the densities of virgin material and char,
the thickness of combustible, the ignition temperature which sets the temperature of any
volatiles released and finally two empirical factors which characterize the shape of the heat
release curve during pyrolysis.
Boundary Conditions
Solid wall (with wall functions), zero gradient outflow, fixed value inflow, fixed static pres-
sure can be used as fluid boundary conditions. Isothermal, fixed heat flux, fixed external
heat transfer coefficient, conjugate heat transfer and semi-infinite solid can be used as heat
transfer boundary conditions.
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Table 2.1
Fire Models Comparison
Models FDS Jasmine SOFIE
Numerical Algorithm
Explicit predictor
corrector scheme,
second order
accurate in time
and space
Upwind
discretization,
first order fully
implicit scheme
transient
Upwind Hybrid,
Power law,
QUICK, SOUP,
TVD, first order
fully implicit
scheme transient;
Dynamic memory
allocation at run
time
Discretization FDM FVM FVM
Turbulence
LES with
buoyancy
modification
k − ǫ with
buoyancy
modification
k − ǫ with
buoyancy
modification
Combustion Model
Mixture fraction Flame sheet,
Eddy Break Up
Flamelet, EDC
Radiation
Radiation
transport
equation for non
scattering gray
gas
Six flux Model,
DTR model
coupled with
Truelove grey gas
model for
emissive model
DTR model,
gaseous radiative
property model
Fire growth model input model input model input
Fire Spread
Pyrolysis /solid
combustion
model
no model Cumulative flux
model
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Table 2.2
Fire Models Comparison (continued)
Models FDS Jasmine SOFIE
Soot production Over Simplified empir-
ical model. Fuel is be-
ing burned with con-
stant yields of soot, no
growth, oxidation or
after burning, valid for
well ventilated fire
no model Heptane chemical kinetics
is utilized to include nu-
cleation, coagulation and
surface growth of soot. In-
cludes the effect of radia-
tive loss on soot formation
rate by means of fully cou-
pled calculations based on
flamelet libraries
Toxic Model CO formation model
which input is CO
and soot yield from
well ventilated post-
flame measurements
no implemented
model
no implemented model
Visualization PLOT3D format PLOT3D for-
mat
Structured data output in
PLOT3D format
Programming lan-
guage
Fortran 90/C Fortran /C Fortran 77/90
2.1.4 Fire Models Comparison
Main features of the above mentioned CFD fire models are enlisted in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.
One type of physical or chemical submodels may better predict the relevant phenomena
in fire than another type. For instance LES model allows more direct computation of the
turbulence field to be performed than k − ε model. It is still under investigation whether
LES or k − ε is best suited for fire modelling. Similarly, Discrete Transfer Radiation
(DTR) model overcome problems encountered in six-flux model which is unable to handle
radiation transfer at angles oblique to the Cartesian grid. The fast chemistry approach
(Mixture fraction or Flamesheet model) to combustion is generally used for fire modelling.
However, an Eddy Break Up (EBU) model has become a more popular choice recently
[62]. Fuel mass fraction serves as a second variable along with mixture fraction in the EBU
model. Since none of the models utilizes detailed chemical kinetics of combustion. These
models are not capable of modelling underventilated fires reasonably. FDS contains a more
detailed pyrolysis model while Sofie uses a very simple empirical model for fire spread (see
Sec.2.1.1 , 2.1.3). Considering sophistication of individual physical models, Sofie, Jasmine
and FDS may have advantages over one another. These models are compared based on
local transient temperature prediction capability and required computational time.
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2.1.5 Simulations with Jasmine
The fire literature contains comparisons of simulations with Jasmine with experimental
data [36, 37, 24, 39, 60, 43] in different cases. This is always recommended to validate
a specific fire scenario of interest in order to further proceed with the model for desired
purpose. A test case has been simulated which is explained in the following section.
Test compartment
The experiments were performed in a 500 m3 compartment, built in VTT, Finland [55].
Test compartment layout and dimensions are shown in Fig.2.1. The walls of the test
compartment were made of 2 mm thick steel with fiberglass insulation. Ceiling material
was 2 mm thick steel without insulation and floor of the compartment was made of concrete.
One ventilation opening of size 2m × 2m was left open during the experiments. A wood
crib was used in the experiments as fire source. The construction of the wood crib is shown
in Fig.2.2.
Figure 2.1 Test compartment used in experiments
[55]
Simulations
Simulations have been performed using Jasmine version 3.23d CFD fire models which in-
cludes the internal room and the external surrounding environment outside the opening.
The free pressure boundary condition is applied on the extended domain boundary where
conditions were assumed to be ambient. For opening, boundary conditions have been ap-
plied as described in section.2.1.2. The geometry of the compartment has been modelled
using 111020 (61 × 65 × 28) grid cells or in other words, 0.18 m uniform grid cell size has
been used. 1 s time step has been used and 6 days on a 2.21 GHz AMD Athlon 64 proces-
sor were needed for 1200 seconds simulation time. Fire source has been modelled as five
burning surfaces like a cube without bottom. Submodels used for the simulation are listed
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Figure 2.2 Wood crib used in experiments, units in mm
[55]
in Table 2.3. Janaf specific heat coefficients for gas properties and database fuel properties
of Jasmine have been utilized. Experimental heat release rate (HRR) curve is shown in
Fig. 2.3. The curve has been used as input for Jasmine.
Table 2.3
Submodels used in simulation by Jasmine
Phenomena Submodel used
Turbulence k − ε
Combustion Eddy Break Up
Radiation Six-flux
Heat transfer General wall function
Temperature profile at different heights (x=5 m, y=7.5 m) are shown in Fig. 2.4–2.7.
These comparisons of the Jasmin simulations with experimental data show an overpredic-
tion of temperatures in all cases. Results are reasonable at the height of 4.5 m and 3.5 m
whereas close to the fire plume the prediction is not satisfactory. Simulations fail to predict
temperatures reasonably at the steady growth stage of fire. There could be several possible
reasons for such discrepancy other than numerical diffusion:
• The simplified combustion model assumes fast chemistry approach which leads to
overprediction of temperatures.
• DTR model may lead to better prediction than six-flux model. DTR model requires
more computational resources than the six-flux model.
• Experimental uncertainty near to fire flame as well as radiation from the thermocouple
during measurement may result in errors of the experimental data.
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Figure 2.3 Heat Release Rate curve for the test
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Figure 2.4 Transient temperature at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 4.5 m) simulated with Jasmine compared
to experimental data
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Figure 2.5 Transient temperature at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 3.5 m) simulated with Jasmine compared
to experimental data
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Figure 2.6 Transient temperature at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 2 m) simulated with Jasmine compared
to experimental data
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Figure 2.7 Transient temperature at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 0.5 m) simulated with Jasmine compared
to experimental data
Discussion
Generally, simulation results are sensitive to the grid when cell size is relatively coarse but
should independent of grid when cell size is fine enough. To examine the sensitivity related
to grid cell size three different numerical test cases have been conducted each using uniform
grid cell size of 0.35 m (37 × 39 × 21), 0.18 m (61 × 65 × 28) and 0.1 m (112 × 123 × 55)
for 5 minutes. The boundary conditions and submodels used have been kept the same
for these simulations like for the simulation as explained in the previous section. Fig. 2.8
shows the comparison of the predicted temperatures at the location of (5m, 7.5m, 4.5m)
to experimental data for different cell sizes. Simulation with 0.35 m cell results in an
unstable solution. The simulation results are closer to the experimental data with smaller
cell size (O.18 m). Simulation with 0.1 m which is expected to provide better prediction,
needs large computational time and processor speed. Simulation with 0.1 m cell has been
run and estimated finish time was more than a month for only a 5-minute fire simulation.
Usually such long computational time is not feasible for fire modelling. It should be noted
that Jasmine does not have parallel computation option.
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Figure 2.8 Grid sensitivity of the simulation
2.1.6 Simulations with SOFIE
The same test cases as described above have been simulated with SOFIE using 0.18 m grid
size on the same processor. 7 days computing time were required for 1200 s simulation.
Simulation with smaller grid size was not possible with the used processor due to the lack of
memory allocation. Built in k − ε turbulence model, Eddy Dissipation Combustion model
and DTR radiation model were used for the simulation. Pyrolysis model was not used.
Instead of such pyrolysis models, experimental HRR data as a function of time (see Sec.
2.3) were used as model input like Jasmine and FDS simulations.
2.1.7 Simulations with FDS
The test case simulated with Jasmine and Sofie was also simulated with FDS. 0.18 m, 0.10
m and 0.05 m uniform grid cells have been used for 20 minute-fire simulations with the
same processor. The first and second case needed about 20 hours and 6 days computational
time respectively. The latter case failed to run due to memory allocation failure.
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Figure 2.9 Transient temperatures at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 4.5 m) simulated with Jasmine, Sofie
and FDS compared to experimental data
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Figure 2.10 Transient temperatures at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 3.5 m) simulated with Jasmine, Sofie
and FDS compared to experimental data
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Figure 2.11 Transient temperatures at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 2 m) simulated with Jasmine, Sofie
and FDS compared to experimental data
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Figure 2.12 Transient temperatures at location (5 m, 7.5 m, 0.5 m) simulated with Jasmine, Sofie
and FDS compared to experimental data
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Discussion
Figure 2.9, 2.10, 2.11 and 2.12 represent the results of the simulations compared to exper-
imental data. 0.18 m uniform grid size is used. Local transient temperature prediction
is used to compare between the CFD models predictions and experimental data. Consid-
ering the discrepancy of the predictions, FDS predicts the temperature profile relatively
better compared to others except at the location (5 m, 7.5 m, 0.5 m) while spending almost
same computational time and resources. Temperature prediction is not reasonable close
to the fire flame at the height of 2 m and 0.5 m for all these models. The reason for this
discrepancy may lie in utilizing fast chemistry assumption of the combustion models. All
the combustion models of these CFD softwares account for complete combustion whereas
in fires underventilated conditions prevail with incomplete combustion. In order to get
precise predictions, detailed chemical kinetics of combustion is required and smaller length
and time scales are needed to be resolved for combustion processes with detailed kinetics.
This takes enormous computational time. Therefore, the mixture fraction model is utilized
with Large Eddy Simulation (LES) and coarse grids, which are not fine enough to resolve
the diffusion of fuel and oxygen. However, detailed kinetics implementation is not feasible
for large scale problems of the fire safety community [1]. Apart from this, chemical kinetics
of most of the burning materials is beyond the state of the art of fire research.
Ignoring significant elementary reaction steps leads to errors in local combustion heat
release rate. Additionally, detailed experimentation is required to improve our understand-
ing of underventilated burning conditions. Other physical models (turbulence, radiation
etc.) may also contribute to the discrepancies of individual predictions of CFD models.
For instance, FDS uses LES simulation for turbulence modelling while Jasmine and SOFIE
use k − ε.
2.2 Toxicants formation in enclosure fire
2.2.1 Experimental results
During the past few years, a number of computer programs have been developed which
are designed to estimate the life-safety hazards associated with enclosure fires. A major
limitation of such models is that the production rates of molecular species as a function
of fuel-loss rate are needed as input parameters. The understanding of the mechanism
responsible for the formation of CO and other toxic species in fires is far too limited to allow
accurate predictions of the generation of these species. This is particularly true with regard
to extremely intense fires, where such high generation rates of gaseous fuel occur (either
directly as gas, vaporized liquid, or pyrolized solid) that the fire becomes underventilated.
Temperatures are usally high, and such fires tend to be ”flashed over” [50]. A major
step in the understanding of CO formation in enclosures fires has been performed through
experiments in the last 30 years. The most important finding of these studies is that
major chemical species can be correlated in terms of the Global Equivalence Ratio (GER).
This concept indicates the generation rates of combustion species are a function of GER
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which generally underpredicts the amount of CO formed in the underventilated enclosure
fire. Some findings reveal that CO formation also depends on upper layer temperature in
compartment fires.
Hood experiments [15, 19] allow detailed measurements of species concentrations in
the upper layer. Beyler was the first to attempt to correlate his measurements of gas
concentrations in the upper layer with the GER. He studied a variety of solid, liquid and
gaseous fuels. By varying the fuel, Beyler demonstrated that the product concentrations
were fuel dependent, but that data for a range of fuels supported the GER concept. The
major conclusions of Beyler’s work can be summarized as [49]:
• Major flame species including CO can be correlated with GER
• Relatively constant concentrations of CO are observed at low (< 0.5) and high (> 1.3)
GER.
• The generation of CO under rich conditions is considerably greater than for fuel-lean
conditions.
• The concentrations of CO generated for rich conditions are fuel dependent, but can
be correlated with fuel structure. Oxygen containing fuels generate the highest CO
levels while thermally stable fuels, such as toluene, generate the lowest. Hydrocarbon
fuels fall in the middle.
Several different hood experiments have been performeed by Toner and Morehart [34].
They also observed species concentrations in terms of GER. Unfortunately, Morehart’s
results revealed a new uncertainty concerning the GER concept. His results showed sys-
tematic differences between his measurements of the products of incomplete combustion
and those of Toner. Morehart concluded that the variations were real and were the result
of differences in layer temperatures between the two experiments.
Morehart tried to address the temperature effect by performing detailed chemical-
kinetic calculations of a plug-flow reactor for a rich mixture typical of his upper layer.
The calculations showed that such a mixture becomes reactive for temperatures greater
than 700 K in agreement with his experimental findings, but that the calculated changes
in upper-layer composition were not consistent with the differences between the Toner and
Morehart experiments. Pitts [49] has reported similar calculations using the experimental
concentrations of combustion gases observed by Morehart as starting concentrations. Cal-
culations were performed over a range of temperatures (700 - 1300 K), GER (0.5-2.83) and
residence times (0 - 20 s). Effects of mixing behavior and heat loss variation were inves-
tigated by considering possible extremes: infinitely fast (perfectly stirred reactor model)
and infinitely slow (plug flow reactor model) mixing models and by considering conditions
for which the reactor temperature was held constant by allowing heat transfer to or from
the reactor surroundings (isothermal case) and adiabatic case. Briefly, codes provided by
the combustion research facility of the Sandia National Laboratory were used, a series of
Fortran based subroutines known collectively as CHEMKIN form the basis of the calcula-
tions. Sandia also provided ”drivers” to allow detailed chemical modelling for a plug flow
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reactor (SENKIN) [40] and a perfectly stirred reactor (PSR) [28]. The major findings of
the numerical study are:
• Upper-layer gases are unreactive for temperatures less than 700 K
• Upper-layer combustion gases become reactive for temperatures greater than 800 K
• Reaction rates increase with temperature. For the lowest temperatures, residence
times of 10 s were required for complete reaction, while periods of less than 1 s were
required at 1300 K.
• The products generated varied for lean and rich conditions and with temperatures.
For lean conditions products of complete combustion (i.e. water and carbon dioxide)
were produced. For rich conditions, CO was produced in preference to CO2. At
lower temperatures (less than 1100 K) water was generated in preference to hydrogen,
but for temperatures greater than 1100 K hydrogen was the major product. Since
hydrogen does not require an oxygen atom, more oxygen is available for oxidation of
fuel and higher concentrations of CO were formed at the higher temperatures.
• The reaction behavior was not strongly affected by the mixing conditions.
• For adiabatic conditions, reactions resulted in an increase of temperatures. In some
cases the effects of the temperature increase on the amounts of final products were
small for the same initial temperature. In other cases, the changes in the final product
distributions for the two heat loss conditions were quite dramatic.
Bryner et al. [47] studied CO formation in Full-Scale (FSE) and Reduced-Scale Enclo-
sure (RSE) with single doorway. FSE is a ISO 9705 room and RSE is its 25 scale model.
The fire was fueled by a single natural gas burner centered in the room. Upper layer con-
centrations of CO,O2, CO2 as well as vertical temperatures were measured for locations in
the front and rear of the enclosures. The results show that very low concentrations of CO
were generated when fire was overventilated, but CO concentrations increase rapidly when
the fire became underventilated. Results also demonstrate that FSE and RSE with similar
GER did not produce similar concentrations and temperatures. In the FSE higher CO were
observed than in RSE. The temperatures of the upper layer of the FSE were significantly
higher than in the RSE. This indicates that higher temperatures enhances CO formation.
The GER concept fails to predict CO in these cases.
Pitts [51] summarized the experiments where the GER concept fails to predict CO.
Conditions where the GER concept is inappropriate for CO formation in enclosure fire are
as follows [50]:
• Fires having GER > 0.5 and intermediate temperatures (700 - 900 K) in the upper
layer: Hood experiments demonstrated that upper layer temperature influences the
relative generation rates of combustion products for this condition. Reaction can
occur within the upper layer itself and is dependent on the layer residence time. The
use of GER concept for these conditions would be inappropriate.
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• Fires for temperatures> 900K for which oxygen enters a fuel rich upper layer directly:
Both detailed chemical kinetic analysis and experiments indicate that for these cases,
any oxygen reaching the upper layer directly reacts with fuel rich gases producing
CO as opposed to CO2. GER concept underestimates CO concentration for the case.
Therefore, there are limited conditions for enclosure fires for which the GER concept
will allow accurate predictions of toxic gas formation.
GER concept has its limitations and Beyler [14] presented a methodology to describe
external burning from under ventilated fires by calculation of an ignition criterion called
ignition index. Forell [26] utilized this concept and derived an extended GER concept to
predict CO source terms. Forell reviewed experimental findings in the literature coming
up with CO yields as a function of GER for different materials at different scale (i.e. small
scale and ISO room). These results show no clear tendency. Although Forell developed a
methodology considering occurance of external combustion, upper layer temperature effect
and fuel pyrolysis in the upper layer, this approach relies on specific experimental findings
(i.e CO yield) of materials burning. Such algorithm may not be valid for different materials
burning at various fire conditions.
Gottuk et al. [29] showed that the production of CO in compartment fires as correlated
by the GER concept also depends on temperature. The effect of changing temperatures
on compartment fire upper layer composition is two-fold: 1) the generation of species
in the fire plume is changed 2) the oxidation of post flame gases in the layer is affected.
Elevated temperatures correlate with increased fire plume temperatures and more complete
oxidation of the fuel to CO2 and water within the plume. The layer temperature dictates
post-flame oxidation in the layer. For most situations, upper layer temperatures below
800 K indicates a chemically unreactive layer. In such cases combustion within the fire
plume dictates the final CO production in the compartment. Reactions in the upper layer
dictate final CO levels when upper layer temperatures are about 900 K and higher. Richter
[54] investigated pollutant formation from Corbel, Basamid, Pyramin DF etc. depending on
various GER and temperature of oven. He concluded that GER and temperature determine
the concentration of toxic species in the fire product of specific material.
The mechanisms responsible for the generation of high concentrations of CO in fires are
not well understood so far. Due to the lack of a substantial database for CO formation in
full-scale enclosure fires and lack of understanding of the physiochemical processes respon-
sible for the generation of CO, it has been impossible to provide an engineering correlation
or fundamental approach for predicting CO formation for the most fire scenarios. Pitts
[49] summarized a large number of investigations designed to characterize the formation
of CO in enclosure fires. It includes the reviewed analysis of the studies from the basis of
the GER concept. He focused on whether the GER concept can be used to predict the
generation rates for these gases. It is found that CO formation not only depends on GER
but also on fuel (burning material) type and upper layer temperature of two layered enclo-
sures and therefore no simple universal predictive method can be provided. Other studies
analyzed CO production in enclosure using chemical kinetics modelling and experimental
data in the literature to provide insights into the effect of temperature on CO production.
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Markert et al. [41] investigated toxicants formation from bulk chemicals (polypropylene,
nylon etc.) by choosing four different test scales (micro, small, medium and large) under
the EU project TOXFIRE. The fire conditions were characterized using GER. Results show
no clear tendency in prediction between the different experimental setups. The scaling hy-
pothesis that GER is the only parameter to explain results has been found incorrect and
other parameters like temperature and residence time are important to explain all results.
2.2.2 Modelling
Nakaya [42] has proposed a model for the formation of CO in enclosure fires based on the
assumption that combustion gas in the upper layer is in chemical equilibrium. Tempera-
tures in access of 1300 K are required for chemical species to reach equilibrium within usual
residence times. The highest temperature generally observed in enclosure fires are in the
order of 1300 K. Therefore local thermal equilibrium assumption is invalid for fires. Bundy
et al. [17] calculated chemical equilibrium for natural gas and showed local chemical equi-
librium assumption results in high overprediction compared to measured data at fuel-rich
(underventilated) conditions.
Wang et al [63] developed a CFD model of toxic species prediction using empirical
models of toxic species yields for plastic fuels available in literature. These empirical
models of toxic species yields are found in small scale experiments which may not be valid
for different fire conditions or in large scale fires. Cleary [22] developed and implemented
a Conditional Moment Closure (CMC) combustion model to predict species concentration
in hood fires. Detailed chemical mechanism of methane fuel combustion is used for natural
gas fuel. Predictions are reasonable but less satisfactory at fuel rich conditions and results
are very sensitive to the choice of chemical mechanisms. One of the major limitations of
such modelling techniques is that it requires detailed chemical kinetics mechanisms of fuel
burning. Chemical kinetics mechanism of burning materials like plastics, wood etc are
beyond the state of the art of fire research.
FDS 5 [1] has the following two options to model CO formation in enclosure fire:
• Well ventilated compartment: The yields of CO and soot are input of the model
for CO prediction in fire where yields are based on ”well-ventilated” or post-flame
measurements. The mixture fraction, Z, is defined in terms of fuel and the carbon
carrying products of combustion as
Z = YF +
MF
x′MCO2
YCO2 +
MF
x′MCO
YCO +
MF
x′MS
YS (2.50)
where, M is molar mass of species and x
′
is the CO yield.
• Underventilated fires: In underventilated fires soot and CO are produced at higher
rates, a single set of fixed yields based on post-flame measurements are not able to
predict CO accurately. A Two-step CO production model is implemented in FDS
5 as described in Sec. 2.1.1 in order to account for CO formation at the flame
envelop or within a hot upper layer. This model still needs post-flame CO yield like
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well-ventilated case but the two-step algorithm contributes to additional CO yield
at under-ventilated fires. Floyd [25] validated the model with measured data for
steady fire conditions but no transient CO prediction is validated. However, it is
claimed that transient CO in fire can be tracked by the model [1]. The transient CO,
computed with FDS 5, is compared to measured data which is presented in Sec. 4.2.3
of this dissertation. The input of the model are fuel composition, the soot and CO
yields. Other toxic species like NOx, SOx,H2S,HCN,HCl etc. are also produced
in some fire cases. If nylon is burning, HCN will be produced and HCN is 35 times
more toxic than CO. Model for these other toxic species are not included in FDS.
There is no CO model implemented in Jasmine and Sofie.
Chapter 3
Implementation of toxicants
formation model into fire
simulation
3.1 Simulation of flow with chemical reactions
In a reacting flow, different chemical and physical processes occur simultaneously on many
different time and space scales. For instance, any temperature increase due to chemical
reactions causes a local expansion of the gas and at the same time reactions are occurring.
The coupling of different processes in a unified computational method is cumbersome. A
detailed discussion and numerical methods for reactive flows are explained in [48]. The
objective of this section is to summarize parameters needed for reactive flow simulation
accurately and to compare this to the state of the art in fire simulation for toxic species
prediction. Table 3.1 presents such a comparison.
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Table 3.1
Simulation of Reactive Flows
Parameter Correct approach FDS 5 Approach of this the-
sis
Time Reaction kinetics
is needed, time
scale of reactions
have an impor-
tant role in de-
termining interac-
tion with fluid dy-
namics
Time has no in-
fluence, very fast
reactions are as-
sumed, only CO
and soot can be
predicted
All reactions are very
fast, using this reac-
tion data an artificial
source term is de-
rived and used with
fluid dynamics
Temperature At low tempera-
tures no reaction
occurs
Temperature in-
fluence is included
according to em-
pirical model
Temperature in-
fluence is included
according to con-
strained equilibrium
calculations
Turbulence mixture Concentrations of
substances are in-
cluded in calcula-
tions
Mixture fraction
model
Mixture fraction in-
fluence according to
constrained equilib-
rium calculations
3.2 Global model and simplification
3.2.1 Combustion of polymers
Solid polymeric materials undergo both physical and chemical changes when heat is applied.
In fire, thermal decomposition of solid materials generate gaseous fuel vapors which can
burn above the solid materials. In order to continue the production of gases, fuel vapors or
volatiles, burning gases need to feedback sufficient heat to the material. Heat transferred
to the polymer causes the generation of flammable volatiles which react with the oxygen in
the air above the polymer to generate heat, carbon dioxide, water, toxic chemical species,
soot and a part of this heat is transferred back to the polymer to continue the process. The
chemical processes are responsible for the generation of flammable volatiles while physical
changes, such as melting and charring can alter the decomposition and burning character-
istics of materials.
Polymeric materials are involatile and quite large molecules must be broken down into
smaller molecules that can vaporize. In most cases, a solid polymer breaks down into a
variety of smaller molecular fragments made up of a number of different chemical species.
The lighter of the molecular fragments will vaporize immediately upon their creation while
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other heavier molecules will remain in the condensed phase for some time. These heavier
molecules may undergo further decomposition to lighter fragments which are more easily
vaporized. However, often, not all the original fuel becomes fuel vapors since solid residue
are left behind. These residue can be carbonaceous char, inorganic or a combination of
both. Charring materials such as wood leave large fractions of the original carbon content
as carbonaceous residue, often as a porous char. When thermal decomposition of deeper
layers of such a material continues, the volatiles produced must pass through the char
above them to reach the surface. During this transport, the hot char may cause secondary
reactions to occur in the volatiles. Carbonaceous char when appropriately formed can have
intumescent layers, which slow down further thermal decomposition. On the other hand,
inorganic residues can form glassy layers constraining any further thermal breakdown. Un-
less such inorganic barriers are formed, purely carbonaceous chars can always be burned
by surface oxidation at higher temperatures. The mechanisms of these thermal decompo-
sition processes and product composition depend on both the physical properties of the
original materials and its chemical decomposition. There are a number of general classes
of chemical mechanisms important in the thermal decomposition of polymers:
• random chain scission, in which chain scission occurs at apparently random locations
in the polymer chain,
• end-chain scission, in which individual monomer units are successively removed at
the chain end,
• chain-stripping, in which atoms or groups are not part of the polymer chain are
removed,
• cross-linking, in which bonds are created between polymer chains.
These are discussed in some details in [21]. In short, combustion of polymer materials is
characterized by a complex coupling between condensed phase and gas phase phenomena.
Furthermore, the phenomena in these phases consist of a complex coupling of chemical
reactions with heat and mass transfer processes. The kinetics describing the processes can
be quite complex. Because of lack of understanding of basic combustion mechanisms of
polymers theoretical models able to predict combustion phenomena and flamibility prop-
erties are not available. Available simplified models do not have the capability to predict
the evolved rate of decomposition products for these polymers except in a few limited cases
that exclude any transport process. Some of the difficulties are lack of kinetic constants for
specific decomposition reactions such as intermolecular transfer reactions, which are not
only a function of temperature but also of the mobility of polymer chains [35]. Further-
more, if these kinetic constants are available, generally these are measured at much lower
heating rates than those encountered in fires.
3.2.2 Simplified models of toxicants formation
Fire is an uncontrolled combustion and mass, momentum, energy, chemical species balance
equations are used in combustion simulation. Chemical source term in species balance
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equations is highly nonlinear especially concerning temperatures. Turbulence chemistry
interaction is crucial to the modelling of mean chemical reaction rate. Damkoehler number
is commonly used to define this interaction which is the ratio of mixing time to the chemical
reaction time. Therefore, the goal of any combustion simulation is to know detailed chemical
kinetics which consist of many reactions simultaneously in order to get detailed results. In
case of unavailability of detailed kinetics, a simplified solution is to use global kinetics.
Detailed kinetics of polymer burning in fire conditions is unknown as we discussed in Sec.
3.2.1. Because of the multitude of burning materials in fire, simplified solutions can be
conducted through
• Global CO formation kinetics and for other toxicants (i.e.HCN,NH3,HX,NOx etc.)
• Full chemical equilibrium but dependent on range of temperatures and range of GERS
(defined as constrained equilibrium)
3.3 Constrained equilibrium calculations
Thermochemical software FactSage [12] equilibrium module is utilized to calculate complex
heterogenous constrained equilibrium of material burning reactions. The methodology of
calculation is based on the determination of the combination of moles, gas partial pressure
at a specific temperature and pressure that minimizes the total Gibbs energy of the system.
One needs to define elementary components of the system and their amounts. After Gibbs
energy is minimized for fixed values of temperatures and pressures varying the amount of
possible products under the constraint of elemental conservation.
The constrained chemical equilibrium concentrations of toxic species during the com-
bustion of methane, Polystyrene (PS), Polypropylene (PP), Polyurethane (flexible) PU,
Polyvinyl chloride (PVC) have been calculated at various temperatures and equivalence
ratios (GERs) and 1 bar atmospheric pressure by using FactSage. Calculations were per-
formed over a temperature range of 300 K to 1600 K and GER values from 0.5 to 4 for
which products of incomplete combustion were observed. GER values up to 20 are chosen
for methane burning in order to analyse CO formation in some details. The tempera-
ture and GER effect on the production of toxicants during above mentioned combustion
processes can be explained based on the results of the calculations. Other toxic chemical
species like hydrogen halides (HX), hydrogen cyanide (HCN), ammonia (NH3), nitrogen
oxide (NOx) can also be produced depending on the chemical structure of material and
burning conditions.
Figures 3.1-3.31 show how calculated toxicant concentrations in the products from the
above materials vary with GERs and temperatures. Concentrations of the toxic chemi-
cal species have been expressed in vol% (1 ppm = 10−4 vol%). Toxicants concentration
produced below the allowable concentration limit (i.e. for NO2 5 ppm) can be ignored as
those are not hazardous. Therefore, NO2 production from PP, PU and PVC at any fire
conditions can be ignored. CO production is significant above GER = 1 and above 500 K
for all the above materials burning.
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Figure 3.1 CO (vol%) formation from methane burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.2 CO (contour in vol%) formation from methane burning at different GERs and temper-
atures
The results of calculations need to be compared with experimental data to check their
validity. Because of the lack of experimental data of toxic species formation as a function
of temperature, fully quantitative comparisons were not possible. Bryner [47] reported CO
concentration increases with higher temperature at the same GER from natural gas fires.
Results of the calculation (see Fig. 3.1) agree qualitatively with experimental findings as
CO concentration increases with increasing temperature at a specific GER.
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Figure 3.3 CO (vol%) formation from polystyrene burning at different GERs and temperatures
Figure 3.4 CO (contour in vol%) formation from polystyrene burning at different GERs and
temperatures
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Figure 3.5 HCN (vol%) formation from polystyrene burning at different GERs and temperatures
Figure 3.6 NH3 (vol%) formation from polystyrene burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.7 NO (vol%) formation from polystyrene burning at different GERs and temperatures
Figure 3.8 NO2 (vol%) formation from polystyrene burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.9 CO (vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.10 CO (contour in vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.11 HCN (vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.12 HCN (contour in vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and tempera-
tures
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Figure 3.13 NH3 (vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.14 NH3 (contour in vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and tempera-
tures
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Figure 3.15 NO2 (vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.16 NO2 (contour in vol%) formation from PP burning at different GERs and tempera-
tures
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Figure 3.17 CO (vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.18 CO (contour in vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and tempera-
tures
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Figure 3.19 HCN (vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.20 HCN (contour in vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and temper-
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Figure 3.21 NH3 (vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.22 NH3 (contour in vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and temper-
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Figure 3.23 NO2 (vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.24 NO2 (contour in vol%) formation from PUF burning at different GERs and temper-
atures
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Figure 3.25 CO (vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.26 CO (contour in vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and tempera-
tures
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Figure 3.27 HCl (vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.28 HCl (contour in vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and tempera-
tures
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Figure 3.29 HCN (vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.30 HCN (contour in vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and temper-
atures
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Figure 3.31 NH3 (vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and temperatures
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Figure 3.32 NH3 (contour in vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and temper-
atures
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Figure 3.33 NO2 (contour in vol%) formation from PVC burning at different GERs and temper-
atures
In all the above cases, almost no CO forms at GER < 1. CO formation increases
drastically above GER > 1 and reaches peak values at about GER = 4. Further increase
of GER reduces CO formation. Very low amount of CO forms at very high GER (GER >>
20). Increment of GER means depletion of oxygen. Very low amount of oxygen is available
for reaction at very high GERs. The maximum temperature during enclosure fire is in the
range of 1300 K to 1500 K [27]. CO formation increases dramatically above 800 K and
reaches highest value at maximum temperature. NH3 andHCN have a peak at about 1000
K and higher GERs. NH3 and HCN are not stable at further increasing temperatures
due to chemical bonding breaks down at temperatures greater than 1000 K and at higher
GERs. Highest NO2 and NO forms at lower GERs (GER < 1 or excess oxygen) and at
about 1000 K. Conditions which favor these species formation or break down depend on
chemical affinity of elements forming these species at those combustion conditions.
3.4 Fire simulation including toxic formation
3.4.1 Description of experiments
Experimental data of transient local toxic concentrations in enclosure fire are not easy to
find. National Institute of Standard and Technology (NIST) conducted Full Scale Enclosure
(FSE) and Reduced Scale Enclosure (RSE) natural gas fire experiments [47, 46]. The FSE
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is a ISO/ASTM standard room which is 2.44 m wide, 2.44 m tall, 3.66 m deep with 0.76 m
wide and 2.03 m tall doorway centered at the bottom of the front wall (see Fig. 3.34 and
3.35). The room was built with a sheet metal stud framework which was lined with three
layers of 0.0127 m thick gypsum board and single layer of 0.0127 m thick calcium silicate
board. Two trees of bare chromel-alumel thermocouple were placed 0.5 m from a side wall
and 0.5 m from the front and rear wall as shown in Fig. 3.34 and 3.35 as dots and a third
tree of ten aspirated thermocouples were utilized to monitor temperatures vertically across
the doorway. The 0.35 m burner was centered in the enclosure with upper burner lip 0.38
m above the floor. Fire size was controlled by setting the metered flow of the natural gas
fuel.
Figure 3.34 Top view of FSE
Figure 3.35 Side view of FSE
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The RSE was designed as 40 percent scale model of the standard room. RSE is scaled
geometrically from FSE which is 0.98 m wide, 0.98 m tall and 1.46 m deep. The area of
the doorway was scaled following Ad
√
hd enclosure ventilation scaling parameter where Ad
is the total area of the ventilation opening and hd is the height of the opening. This results
in a 0.48 m wide and 0.8 m tall door for RSE. The RSE steel frame was lined with sheet
metal to form an airtight enclosure. Two layers of 0.0127 m thick calcium silicate board
were added within the inner walls. Two thermocouple trees were positioned 0.2 m from
the side wall and 0.2 m from the front and rear corner. Figure 3.36 and 3.37 show layout
of RSE including thermocouple locations.
Natural gas fires with 2700 kW HRR in FSE and fires with 400 kW HRR in RSE
have been selected for simulations. Fires of 400 kW HRR in RSE and fires of 2700 kW
in FSE are underventilated where estimated GERs are greater than 2 for both cases [47].
Temperatures and CO concentrations were recorded 0.8 m above and 2 m above the floor
for RSE and FSE respectively.
Figure 3.36 Top view of RSE
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Figure 3.37 Side view of RSE
3.4.2 Application of chemical equilibrium calculations
Constrained equilibrium combustions are calculated for natural gas by using FactSage to
get toxic species concentration as described in Sec. 3.3. 2-D (temperature and global equiv-
alence ratio, φ ) ”Lookup” tables have been calculated for toxicants product concentration
(i.e. CO) from these materials burning. FDS 5 is used to calculate local temperatures and
mixture fractions converted to global equivalence ratio φ by the formula 3.5. Following
local chemical equilibrium assumption, local concentrations are the concentrations taken
from ”Lookup” table according to local temperatures and mixture fractions. The transient
concentrations at front and rear location of enclosures (see Fig. 3.38) are about to zero
as mixture fraction and therefore also global equivalence ratio is zero or about to zero at
those locations which are away from fire. Equilibrium calculations (see Fig. 3.2) show that
concentrations are close to zero at GER less than one, whatever the temperatures are. Ex-
perimental data (see Fig. 3.38) shows high concentration profile at front and rear locations
with time. Computed CO concentration (see Fig. 3.39) at a location (0.5 m, 1.3 m, 0.2 m)
of RSE which is situated inside the fire shows very high concentrations. No experimental
data was available to compare this calculation.
These results indicate that equilibrium assumption is unable to predict local concentration
of enclosure fire. Equilibrium assumes very fast chemical reactions or mixed is burnt. In re-
ality, CO reactions are slow and convection and diffusion play a significant role in toxicants
distribution. Toxic species are produced at certain reaction rates during pyrolysis and in
the flame or outside the flame if appropriate reaction conditions prevail and simultaneously
transported through flow field. Transport equation with toxic species kinetics source terms
need to be solved in order to get realistic local toxic species concentration.
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Figure 3.38 Comparison of CO concentration at position (0.2 m, 1.26 m, 0.8 m) of RSE natural
gas fire
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Figure 3.39 Computed CO concentration at position (0.5 m, 1.3 m, 0.2 m) of RSE natural gas fire
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3.4.3 Transport calculations including kinetic source and sink terms
Chemical kinetics of toxic species production or destruction is essential in order to predict
local toxicant concentration. Such kinetics of plastic burning are not known and are not
the state of the art of fire research. Global CO formation kinetics are known and used for
simulation of combustion chambers of power plants [38] but chemical kinetics of other toxic
species are not available and difficult to establish. On the other hand the implementation
of chemical equilibrium does not produce realistic results. Results (Fig. 3.38 and 3.39)
show that near the fire CO values are too high and apart from fire CO concentrations
are too low. This indicates that at least at lower temperatures equilibrium is not reached
immediately i.e. the toxicants like CO formed in the region of higher temperatures are
transported into regions of lower temperatures where these toxicants are not immediately
destroyed as assumed while assuming local equilibrium. Therefore, a submodel has been
developed solving species transport equation with calculated source terms from constrained
equilibrium calculations.
3.4.4 Calculations of source terms from constrained equilibrium calcula-
tions
Source terms can be computed using species balance equation where concentration values
can be taken from constrained equilibrium calculations. The species balance equation is as
follows:
∂
∂t
(ρYα) +
∂
∂xi
(ρuiYα) =
∂
∂xi
(ρDα
∂Yα
∂x
) + Sα (3.1)
Equation 3.1 can be rearranged and source or sink terms can be written as
Sα =
∂
∂t
(ρY ∗α ) +
∂
∂xi
(ρuiY
∗
α )−
∂
∂xi
(ρDα
∂Y ∗α
∂x
) (3.2)
= accumulation(storage) + convection − diffusion (3.3)
= Sα,1 + Sα,2 − Sα,3 (3.4)
Where Y ∗α are the mass fractions of species taken from constrained equilibrium calculations.
Discretization of these terms are described in Sec. 4.1 and 4.5. In case of CO, below 600◦C
CO reactions (production and destruction) are very slow. This means in regions where
temperature is below this limit, CO source and sink term should be taken zero.
3.4.5 Transport calculations with source terms derived from equilibrium
calculations
A submodel has been built solving PDE’s of species balance as postprocessing. All spa-
tial derivatives are approximated by second order finite differences and flow variables are
updated in time using an explicit second order predictor corrector scheme. Explicit 2nd
order Adam-Bashforth scheme is utilized for numerical integration of storage part of source
